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Abstract� The dynamical properties of the quasiperiodic logistic map with and with�
out a very weak noise are compared� and the in�uence of noise on its strange nonchaotic
attractor �SNA� is investigated� It is found that� in the presence of weak noise� the
largest Lyapunov exponent gives misleading information about the dynamical proper�
ties of the attractor� We have shown that� in the presence of noise� the properties of
strangeness and chaos are invariably associated� so that SNAs are not then observed
during the transition to chaos from the torus�

During the last thirty years� quasiperiodic systems� i�e� those whose dynamics is
formed by signals with two or more independent frequencies� have attracted the
attention of scientists from many di�erent �elds� Such systems display interesting
and often unexpected properties� one of which is the presence of strange nonchaotic
attractors �SNAs� �	
� Before SNAs were discovered it was assumed that strange

and chaotic were synonyms� even though they describe quite di�erent features� the
attractor�s geometrical and dynamical properties respectively� An SNA is strange
in that it has a geometrically complex structure �i�e� the attractor is not a �nite
set of points� and is not piecewise di�erentiable�� and it is nonchaotic in that it
exhibits no sensitivity to initial conditions� In quasiperiodic systems an SNA is
usually observed as the intermediate stage in the evolution of the system from the
torus to the chaotic regime �
�
In �
 and in most other papers on the subject� quasiperiodic systems are studied

in the absence of noise� i�e� no account is taken of the fact that real macroscopic
physical systems are always subject to random �uctuations� It is well known ��
�
however� that the interaction between the nonlinear deterministic part of a dynam�
ical system and internal or external �uctuations can lead to a range of interesting
and important phenomena� In this paper� we study the in�uence of noise on the
properties of an SNA in a quasiperiodic system�
As the object of our investigations we have chosen the quasiperiodic logistic map�



xn�� � ��	 � � cos �n�xn�	 � xn� �D�n�

�n�� � �n � �mod�� �	�

in which� xn � ��� 	
� � � �	� �n is Gaussian noise of intensityD�� and �� �� 	 are
parameters� It describes the dynamics of �ow under a two�frequency quasiperiodic
force and� in the absence of noise� is the paradigm system for studying SNAs� By
changing �� we can observe in turn� the torus� an SNA� and a strange chaotic
attractor� The route by which the SNA appears has been considered in detail in
����
� Following ��
� we �x � � �
�	 and 	 � �

p
� � 	��� and we designate � as

the control parameter�
In the absence of noise ��
 for � � �
���� a torus is observed� at � � �
����

a collision occurs between the period� repellor and the period�� attractor� The
resultant fractal structure ��
 means that for �  �
���� the attractor is strange�
To con�rm this picture� we have calculated �Fig� 	� the fractal dimensionDF � which
de�nes the metric properties of an attractor in phase space ��
� for �  �
�����
DF di�ers markedly from unity� implying strangeness of the attractor�

FIGURE �� Fractal dimension DF as a function of parameter � in the absence ���	� and in the

presence ��
	� of noise�

To diagnose the presence of chaos� it is conventional to calculate the largest Lya�
punov exponent �LLE� characterizing the evolution of in�nitely�small perturbations
over an in�nitely�large time period� A positive LLE implies that the perturbation
grows exponentially� indicating a sensitivity to initial conditions that leads to mix�
ing and thus chaos� The connection between chaos and the sign of the LLE has
been strictly proven only for hyperbolic and quasihyperbolic systems ��
� For the
nonhyperbolic systems with which we usually deal in practice� including the logistic
map �	�� there is as yet no rigorous proof of such a connection� In many papers�
therefore� in addition to calculating the LLE� authors also explore sensitivity to
initial conditions by use of a variety of more direct methods �	�����	�
� For ex�
ample� in ���	�
 the evolution of an ensemble of initially closely spaced trajectories
fxin� �ng� characterized by the same phase of the external force� is considered� If the
distance between trajectories tends to zero asymptotically as t�� �achieves the



size of attractor�� sensitivity is absent �present�� and the attractor is nonchaotic
�chaotic�� We have used this method� in addition to calculation of the LLE� to
diagnose the types of attractor in �	�� To describe the evolution of an ensemble of
trajectories we have studied the dispersion S�n� ��
�

S�n� �

�
	

N

NX
i��

�xin � hxini��
����

� ��

hereN is the number of trajectories in the ensemble� and �h i� indicates an ensemble
average� A set of points fxi�g at time t � � is located within an interval of length
l � �
���	� at the center of which lies a point belonging to the attractor� The
sensitivity to initial conditions may then be characterized by e�g� the maximal
dispersion Smax� This has been calculated over 	������ iterations� following a
relaxation time of similar duration�
In Fig�  the LLE and Smax as functions of � are shown by the circle data� It can

be seen �Fig� �a�� that� for � � �
���� the LLE is negative indicating an absence
of sensitivity to initial conditions� Consistent with ���		
 and the results shown in
Fig� 	 and Fig� �a�� we con�rm that in the noise�free �D � �� map� for � � �
����
the torus is an attractor of the map �region 	�� that for �
���� � � � �
���� an
SNA arises �region �� and that for �  �
��� a strange chaotic attractor exists
�region ��� However� the calculated Smax demonstrates �Fig� �b�� an absence of
sensitivity to initial conditions � including the region of positive LLE�

FIGURE �� LLE � �a� and maximal dispersion Smax �b� as functions of parameter � in the

absence ���	� and in the presence ��
	� of noise�

To account for these apparent contradictions� we have analyzed the time evolu�
tion of an in�nitely�small perturbation� Its magnitude ��n� at iteration n is de�ned
by ��n� � �� exp��s�n��� here �� is the initial perturbation at n � �� and �s�n� is
the sum of local Lyapunov exponents during the time n�

�s�n� �
nX
i��

log j��	 � � cos �i��	� xi�j
 ���



The quantity exp��s�n�� is de�ned as the factor by which the initial perturbation
�� has changed in size at the nth iteration� Note that the LLE � and �s�n� are
connected by � � limn�� �s�n��n� In Fig� ��a� the evolution of �s�n� is shown
for di�erent types of attractor� For the torus and SNA� the initial perturbation
decreases� whereas for chaos it increases as t � �� It can be seen �insert in
Fig� ��a�� that� for all types of attractors� the size of the perturbation alternately
decreases and increases� Thus perturbations of trajectories in the torus and SNA
regimes are not necessarily either decreasing or increasing at any given moment of
time� On the other hand� in the region of the chaotic attractor� the perturbation
can decrease locally�

FIGURE �� �a� Evolution �s�n� for di�erent types of attractors � � torus� � � �������� � �

SNA� � � �������� � � chaotic attractor� � � ������� The insert is an expansion for small n�

�b� �max as function of � for the torus and SNA ���	� and for chaos ���	��

We have calculated the maximal factors �max of increase for the torus and SNA�
and decrease for chaos� For chaos� the perturbation decreases by more than exp����
during some time intervals� i�e� the distance between nearby trajectories of the
ensemble can decrease to a value less than the truncation errors� The trajectories
must subsequently evolve together because two double�precision numbers di�ering
only in the 	�th decimal place cannot normally be distinguished with a computer�
For precisely this reason� the maximal distance between nearby trajectories of the
chaotic attractor falls to zero� despite their positive LLE �Fig� �a��� In the region
of the torus �Fig� ��b�� circles� � � �
������ the perturbation can increase by �
exp�	�� times� for the SNA �Fig� ��b�� circles� �
���� � � � �
����� it can
increase by � exp���� times� We �nd that the size of initial perturbation �� which
will not become comparable with the size of the attractor during these time intervals
is � 	��� �torus� � and � 	���� �SNA�� If the perturbation exceeds these values�
then mixing will occur� Recall however �Fig� ��a�� that perturbations within the
torus and SNA regimes tend to zero asymptotically as t���

In reality we almost always deal with �nite�time perturbations� because the �uc�
tuations in real systems occur continuously� In the presence of �uctuations the



size of perturbation cannot be less than some value corresponding to the noise
intensity �	
� In other words� when we take account of �uctuations� two initial�
ly close trajectories will always di�er from each other by some value� this is true
even for the regular regime� Consequently� within all regimes perturbations must
evolve as follows� during some time intervals the perturbation increases� whether
mixing or not �dependent on the noise intensity�� and during other time intervals
the perturbation decreases to a non�zero value de�ned by the noise intensity�
We now address the question� does weak noise change the geometrical properties

of the attractors� We consider noise of intensity D � 	����� substantially larger
than the truncation errors of � 	���	� In Fig� 	 the dependence ofDF on � is shown
�pluses� for the noisy system� It is evident that the geometrical characteristics
remain quite unchanged� Next� we return to consider the dynamical properties of
the noisy map� We suggest that in region � �Fig� �a�� the mixing of trajectories will
be absent because� for mixing� it is necessary for the initial perturbation to exceed
� 	���� In region � we will observe mixing which must occur where �uctuations
exceed 	����� So� the behavior of trajectories in regions � and � must be similar� In
general they cannot be distinguished for noise intensities exceeding 	����� Hence for
�  �
���� in the noisy map we will observe a strange chaotic attractor� because
mixing exists and an SNA cannot arise�
To con�rm these ideas� we have examined the evolution of an ensemble of tra�

jectories and the behavior of the LLE in the presence of very weak noise� It can be
seen �Fig� �a�� that the LLE is una�ected by whether there is weak noise in the
map or not� The maximum dispersion �Fig� �b�� di�ers from zero everywhere but�
for �  �
����� it is comparable in size to the attractor� This suggests a sensitive
dependence on initial conditions� i�e� chaos� Note that� for the noise�free map in
this range of �� we observed �see above� both an SNA and a chaotic attractor�
Thus� weak noise does not in�uence the fractal structure �strangeness� of an

attractor� but it transforms an SNA of the quasiperiodic system into an attractor
characterized by a sensitivity to initial conditions� i�e� a strange chaotic attractor�
albeit one that is characterized by a negative LLE� This implies that use of the LLE
as an indicator of the velocity of perturbation growth gives misleading information
about the dynamical properties of attractors in the quasiperiodic system with noise�
We have therefore calculated the complexitymeasureK�� which was introduced �	

for the analysis of chaotic systems in the presence of �uctuations� It de�nes the
velocity of divergence of nearby trajectories and is calculated for two trajectories
with di�erent noisy realizations� For regular motion� K� � �� but K� di�ers from
zero in the chaotic regime� It can be seen �Fig� ��� that the complexity di�ers from
zero in the regions where an SNA and chaos exist in the noise�free system� and
that K� � � in the region of the torus� This reinforces our conclusion that� for
�  �
���� in the presence of noise� the motion is chaotic�
So it would appear that� for the system considered� the presence of extremely

weak noise means that chaos is necessarily associated with strangeness� the SNA
seen in the noise�free system ceases to exist once noise is added� We have established
similar results for the other systems �
 where an SNA arises near the boundary of a



FIGURE �� Measure of the complexity K� as a function of parameter ��

chaotic regime� If� as appears to be the case� these results are generally applicable�
and since noise is invariably present in real macroscopic physical systems� we must
conclude that in reality SNAs do not arise as the intermediate stage in the evolution
from regular to chaotic behavior�
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